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BREAKING NEWS: Prince Rogers Nelson out of the running! Details below.
At the request of the Nelson family, Prince’s name has been pulled from consideration. Read the family’s
message below.
The Estate is truly honored that the community chose him as a finalist, but must respectfully decline this
opportunity. While the Estate commends Ramsey Middle School for its desire to move away from a namesake
who discriminated against others, we are confident that you will find a new namesake with closer ties than
Prince to your school and its specific areas of excellence.”

Rename Ramsey Community Event
BY: Olivia Borden
On Tuesday, February 28th, Ramsey held its second community voices event. The topic of the event was
"What should be the name of our school?" Students from Dare to Be Real, anti-racist student leadership group,
and other involved renamers stayed after school to get ready for the event. We made posters, practiced our lines
in the presentation, and did odd jobs. The event started at 6:00 with dinner, mingling, and a photo booth in the
cafeteria. At 6:30, a presentation began with speeches from Ms. Rathke, a site council member, and Mr. Sommers.
Following the speeches various students presented to the audience, explaining how they have been involved in
rename Ramsey. Then students presented each name and the values the name represents and we watched the
videos about the names: Dorothy Vaughan, Justice Alan Page, Prince, Martha Ripley, Bde Ota, and Alexander
Ramsey.
Ms. Elissa spoke shorty.
After that Ms. Burnett explained to the audience how the small groups would be run, and then each person
got a room assignment and the left the auditorium. In the small groups we sat in circles of parents, teachers,
community members, and students. We discussed our favorite name and why we like that name. Most people in
the circles liked one of the five names over Alexander Ramsey. Overall the event was a success!
Photos on Page 2!

Support for Rename Ramsey from
Governor Mark Dayton
Statement from Governor Dayton:
“I support the students, staff, and community at Alexander
Ramsey Middle School, who are leading an important discussion
on the name of their school. Governor Ramsey’s encouragement
of violence against innocent people is appalling, and I repudiate it
fully. That violent language and behavior may have been
commonplace 150 years ago in Minnesota, but it is not acceptable
or allowable today.
In Minnesota and around our country, it is imperative that
all students feel safe, and supported, inside their place of learning.
I applaud this group for working to ensure that their school is a
place that is welcoming to all. If we do not recognize our past, and
its continuing legacy in the present, we cannot build a better
future together. We must continue our efforts to build a state that
recognizes, respects, and supports all Minnesotans.”

Step Team Performance
BY: Anyia Jackson
Who are we? What is Step? Well, let me tell you. We are 15 brilliant students who attend Ramsey. We go
by the Rhino’s Step Team. We will be performing for the school’s assembly if you want to see what Step is LIVE! It’s
March 10th, on a Friday. We would love your feedback, and please enjoy the performance!

Photos from Rename Ramsey Community Event

Photos from Ramsey Fundraiser at George and Dragon

Arabic Night!
BY: Irshad Moalim
Hi. My name is Irshad Moalim, and I was at
Arabic Night. I was in the fashion show, and even
though I was nervous, I had fun with my friends
backstage. The food was awesome from the hummus
dip with the chips to the meat. I was working at a
station where me and my brother were teaching people
how to write thier names in Arabic, and it was cool to
see that most of the people knew something about the
Arabic culture. Overall I had a great time at Arabic
night.

BY: Lucy Benson, Corrine Sidebottom, and Eleanor
Westgard
Arabic night was a huge success! The night
started out with a performance in the auditorium led by
Ms. Rita, Ramsey's Arabic teacher, and the reason
Arabic night was able to happen. There was a fashion
show that had students modeling clothes from several
Arabic-speaking countries and poems spoken by
students. Students from Ms. Rita's classes at Lyndale
came and performed a dabke dance, and later a
professional dabke group performed as well. In the
lunchroom after the performances, there were
professional henna artists and calligraphers writing
student’s names in Arabic. Traditional Arabic foods,
such as falafel, hummus, pita, and chicken, with drinks
such as tea were served and were eaten on tables
decorated with lanterns made by the students. Many
people came to support the event and have a good
time. Thank you to Ms. Rita for her hard work to make
the evening a success! Also thanks to Ms. Elissa for
helping us with making the lanterns!

BY: Abdihakim Moalim

Water Fountain
BY: Najme Hussein, Mirage Kader, and Faizah Hassan
STOP SPITTING AND THROWING GUM INTO THE
DRINKING FOUNTAIN!!!!
Students and staff get really disgusted after spit,
hack, and [chewed] gum has appeared in the drinking
fountain. PEOPLE! They are meant for drinking, but I
can see why you wouldn’t…. Who knows what's exactly
in the water we drink?

BE MORE RESPONSIBLE!!!
Congratulations Annie Jr. Cast and Crew!

Editorial: Pattern of Doubt
BY: Gillian Pete
Shortly after the election, President Trump made bold claims towards the popular vote, and as to why he
did not receive it. Although Donald Trump beat Hillary Clinton 306 to 232 with electoral votes, Clinton was found
to have almost 2.9 million more ballots cast in her favor.
Saying that he lost three million to five million votes due to ‘voter fraud’, after he won the election, Trump
made the testimony that he would have won the popular vote if “you deduct the millions of people who voted
illegally,”. Voting illegally, being the action in which a voter registers in multiple states, and is therefore able to
mark their tally twice.
Later after his inauguration he promised a major investigation towards the matter, although he has failed
to yank up any evidence before or after his statements. We have heard nothing of the subject since.
But as a quiet observer throughout the election, I have been able to sense a certain repetitive nature within
Trump’s behavior. One that places blame beside himself and towards a bigger, and more intimidating structure
that is the system itself, with the understanding that many will believe him through the fear already invested into
the order around them. First with claims that China is responsible for climate change, remarks that the election
was rigged, then to the declarations that the media as a whole was a source of dishonesty. Now, it is proclamation
that the Obama administration were spying on him.
The problem with drawing up excuses such as this in a major election is that people believe conspiracy
theories that tell them to distrust their government, and any system of authority, especially when it is coming from
their own president. Getting things done and moving towards progress is a difficult and strenuous action all on its
own, and often we find ourselves taking two steps forward and one step back from where we wish to be. But this
fact is inarguable and unavoidable; a divided country gets nowhere. And a president that encourages doubt and
avoids facts, is not only stimulating separation amongst his own people, but amongst the people of the world as
well.
The Rhino Report would love to hear your thoughts. Please submit them to rmsrhinoreport@gmail.com. - Ed.

New Solar System Discovered

Rare Fruits

BY: Cassandra Rios Garcia
Do you ever wonder if there is any life out there
in space? Wondering if there is a planet related to ours?
Well NASA has found a planet like Earth that is
in the “habitable zone” in space that has a high percent
chance of having living things. Kepler-186F had been
said to be found in 2014. It is a closely related to our
planet, but is more like a cousin of Earth than a twin
brother. Scientists are trying to find twin brothers of
Earth that can sustain life for different creatures.
Scientists had later found this year that there are seven
planets that can have potential for living things. The
planets had been found to be in the same solar system
orbiting Trappist-1 star 39 light years away from Earth.
It had been quite surprising to scientists that there
were so many planets that can have life on them. It
resembles our planet but by different scale. The planet
that is closest takes just a day and a half to orbit around
its sun. The farthest planet takes about 20 days to orbit
around its sun. If the sun was bigger the planets would
have been really hot and unable to keep life on it. The
star is cool enough to make the planets able to have
water on them. The planets receive as much light as our
planet like Venus and Jupiter. The scientists are still
continuing their search for possible life on the planets
and in 2018 they can search more when they release
their new telescope.

BY: Chloe Bitney
Are you getting bored of average everyday fruits
like apples and mangos and blueberries. Well, today is
your lucky day because if you want to try some rare and
most likely expensive fruits you will find them here.
Cupuacu
This is a pulpy fruit native to the Amazon
rain forest. It is in the
chocolate family and also
tastes like chocolate. Eating
Cupuacu could help reduce
heart disease and empower
body tissues.

What’s For Lunch?

Ackee
This fruit is the national fruit of
Jamaica. People in African
countries eat this fruit in
vegetable dishes, but the seeds
are highly poisonous, and it is
illegal to import them to the United States.
Miracle Fruit
Miracle Fruit is known
specifically because if you eat
it with a lemon, the lemon
taste sweet and not sour.
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